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Gene tests ‘threaten
core NHS principle’
Chris Smyth Health Editor

Selling genetic tests to healthy people
breaches a core principle of the NHS,
creates a two-tier health service and
risks forcing the sick to go without
treatment, doctors warn.
World-leading NHS genetic services
for people with cancer and rare diseases
will be overwhelmed by the worried
well and give unfair protection to those
who can afford them, they say.
The plans, revealed by The Times,
would let healthy people pay to have
their genetic code sequenced and receive a personal health report based on
the results.
Unlike commercial tests, which look
at a limited sample of genes, the NHS
plans to read every letter of a person’s
DNA. Ministers hope that offering the
most detailed prediction of the risks of
conditions such as cancer and dementia will tempt people to volunteer their
genetic data for research.
Yesterday MPs on the health select
committee warned Matt Hancock, the
health secretary, that the scheme could
swamp GPs with queries from the worried well and lead to inequality. Mr
Hancock rejected this, saying that if
done carefully the plan could save lives
and prevent illness by reducing demand on the NHS. “Healthy people
who have their genome sequenced can
find problems that they didn’t know existed. That allows for them to change
behaviour, have preventative treat-

ment or take other actions that can reduce the long-term pressure,” he said.
However, in a letter to The Times,
experts including Andrew Goddard,
president of the Royal College of Physicians, Jo Martin, president of the Royal
College of Pathologists and Helen
Firth, chairwoman of the Joint Committee on Genomics in Medicine, write:
“Selling whole genome sequencing to
healthy people breaches a core principle of the NHS. It will create two-tier
access to services, where people who
can pay are able to access services that
are denied to those who cannot.”
People deemed at high risk of some
conditions may be offered extra NHS
screening, a protection not available to
people who cannot afford the test.
There are concerns that genetic testing breaches NHS guidance on mass
checks. It is also feared that unreliable
information could lead to patients
having needless drugs or surgery and
cause psychological damage to people
told they are at risk of conditions for
which there is no treatment.
Other experts are cautious about the
plans. James Pickett, head of research
at the Alzheimer’s Society, said that
DNA tests could revolutionise dementia treatment but had not reached that
stage. “Everyone has a right to know
about their risk if they want to, but whoever provides the test must ensure
people understand the meaning and
consequences of the results,” he said.
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Fitness apps out of step with calorie counts
Mark Bridge Technology Correspondent

Fitness trackers overestimate the number of calories burnt while walking by
more than 50 per cent, tests have found.
Dr Rhys Thatcher, who led researchers at Aberystwyth University, said that
the devices had an “inherent tendency”
to overestimate the benefits of walking.

In tests carried out for the BBC X-Ray
programme, volunteers were monitored for ten-minute walking and running sessions. Results on a treadmill
were compared with the readings on
the fitness trackers. The Fitbit Charge 2
(£80) was accurate in testing calories
burnt while running, but overestimated
those burnt while walking by more

than half. The Letscom HR (£27) and
the Letsfit (£20) trackers underestimated the number of calories burnt while
running but overestimated those burnt
when walking by 16 per cent and 2 per
cent respectively.
Fitbit told the BBC it was confident in
its product. Letscom and Letsfit said
that their products gave estimates.

